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Introduction

We are very happy to publish this special issue of the
International Journal of Engineering Systems Modelling
and Simulation published by Inderscience Publishers.
This issue contains 13 articles come from various
countries, among which we mention China, South Korea,
Iran, and India. Achieving such a high quality of papers
would have been impossible without the huge work that was
undertaken by the editorial board members and external
reviewers. We take this opportunity to thank them for their
great support and cooperation.
In the paper ‘Weighted finite-state transducer-based
dysarthric speech recognition error correction using
context-dependent pronunciation variation modelling’,
an error correction method was proposed to improve the
performance of dysarthric automatic speech recognition
(ASR). To this end, context-dependent pronunciation
variations were modelled by using a weighted
Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance between acoustic models of
ASR.
In the paper ‘Adaptive PID controller design guidelines
for a class of non-linear systems’, the systematic model
reference adaptive PID (APID) controller design for a class
of uncertain non-linear systems was discussed. The exact
linear system based upon feedback linearisation approach
was employed to establish the equivalent linear model of the
process, which was then employed to develop the controller.
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
technique, the trajectory tracking of the single arm robot
manipulator subjected to process uncertainties and input
disturbance was conducted.

In ‘Calculate the air-gap magnetic field of tubular
permanent magnet linear motor base on equivalent surface
current model’, authors proposed motor air-gap magnetic
field method. And in order to verify the validity and
accuracy of the proposed method, authors took
approximately a TPMSLM to analyse it. The results showed
that the analytical method and finite element method to
calculate the air-gap magnetic field were both in good
agreement.
In the paper ‘Speaking rate control based on time-scale
modification and its effects on the performance of speech
recognition’, authors described the influence of speaking
rate on speech recognition. Speaking rate of input speech
was controlled by applying a time-scale modification (TSM)
algorithm and speaking rate normalisation was achieved by
selecting a scale factor of TSM. The scale factor selection
for training and testing of a speech recognition system was
performed based on a maximum likelihood criterion during
HMM decoding.
In the paper ‘Case study of software product line
construction in e-insuBanking and customisation
mechanism’, authors suggested software product line
architecture and customising mechanism in e-insuBanking
domain. With suggested architecture and customisation
environment, it is possible to configure the new software
product from the product line.
The paper ‘Essential contents for software development
process and software quality education’ introduced the
software engineering standard curriculum to suggest
manpower practical-use guide and to establish continuous
growth to strengthen manpower ability and expertise. And
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this paper provided educational guideline of for software
process and software quality.
The paper ‘An approach to building domain
architectures using domain component model and
architectural tactics’ presented an approach to building
domain architecture by using domain requirements and
architectural tactics. At first, application requirements were
classified into domain FRs and NFRs, application specific
FRs and NFRs. Then, domain components were derived
from domain FRs, and architectural tactics were selected by
using a quantitative approach to handle domain NFRs.
Finally, domain architecture was produced after composing
domain components and architectural tactic semantics.
In the paper ‘Structural safety assessment for 100-seater
totally enclosed lifeboat’, the structural strength analysis
was performed for a variety of conditions when the
100-seater totally enclosed lifeboat was installed on the
hook of davits. The 100-seater totally enclosed lifeboat
study has been performed using the software ANSYS ver.
13.0, FE analysis programme.
The work of the paper ‘A self-compensation procedure
for the IEEE 1588 PTP local clock’ addressed the
modelling and simulation of the IEEE 1588 PTP clock
implementation, aiming to provide insight on the process of
the PTP clock synchronisation, the factors that affect the
synchronisation performance as well as the interactions of
these factors.
In the paper ‘Optimised model reference adaptive
control for an interacting two tank system’, a method for
controlling multivariable process was presented. The system
under investigation was a two tank interacting process. A
decoupler was designed in order to minimise the interaction
effects. The model reference adaptive controller was then
designed for the process with decoupler block.
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When users access their data in cloud storage, they
directly access the server on which the data are physically
stored. Thus, there are potential threats of data loss due to a
malicious attacker accessing the data. In order to solve these
threats, in ‘Dual server-based secure data-storage system for
cloud storage’, authors proposed a data storage system that
uses link and data servers.
The paper ‘Analysis of electromagnetic characteristics
of the main transformer caused by pantograph-catenary
disconnection in high speed train’ has analysed the current
harmonic, electromagnetic field characteristics and leakage
inductance which all caused by DC magnetic bias. Results
showed that with the rising of DC magnetic bias, the current
harmonic and secondary leakage inductance were increasing
and the primary leakage inductance was decreasing.
Variation rules of electromagnetic field have been summed
up in this paper.
In ‘Application of space-time coding technique in
maritime communication’, authors introduced a novel
approach on the application of space-time coding technique
in WiMAX-based maritime communication. Since WiMAX
has been lucrative in terrestrial communication system,
authors proposed to extend the service coverage of WiMAX
in marine environment. In particular, authors demonstrate
the application of Alamouti scheme – space time block code
to improve the BER of the system in various sea conditions.

